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We enable society’s transition to a future that flourishes

Ramboll is a global engineering, architecture and consultancy company with more than 18,000 experts that create sustainable solutions for governments and companies all over the world.

We combine insights with the power to drive positive change to our clients, in the form of ideas that can be realised and implemented.

We call it: Bright ideas. Sustainable change.
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How the highways supply chain can contribute to a connected and thriving environment

As National Highways launch their new strategy for a connected country and a thriving environment, how does the supply chain respond and align to be actors of change?








The case for re-using concrete

From reducing waste and carbon emissions to saving cost and retaining value, circular economy principles offer huge opportunities in the built environment. But a circular economy must not spin out into a spiral economy, as the quest for low-carbon concrete shows.







Why circularity is key to a sustainable energy transition

There can be no circular economy without clean energy and no energy transition without a circular economy. The two are intrinsically linked and depend on one another. We call this relationship the energy-circular economy nexus.







Summer of extremes put a spotlight on urgent need for nature-based climate adaptation solutions

2023 served up a summer of wildfires and floods. It is an urgent reminder to make climate change adaptation a high priority for cities and regions. Here’s why nature-based solutions can protect people, nature, and infrastructure – and deliver return on investment.
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	Natural History Museum secures planning permission for new collections, research and digitisation centre

The Natural History Museum (NHM) has secured planning permission from Wokingham Borough Council to build a new collection, research and digitisation centre at Thames Valley Science Park in Reading, subject to completion of a Section 106*.
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	Ramboll delivers strong growth and highest ever profit in a challenging market

Ramboll delivers record high annual revenue and profits, driven by double-digit growth in the business units for Energy and Environment & Health, as well as a strong performance in Denmark, UK, and the US. Ramboll is enabling sustainable change for clients across their value chains, in line with the company’s strategic objectives.
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	Antarctic Runway is upgraded to support UK hub for polar science

As part of the British Antarctic Survey’s Antarctic Infrastructure Modernisation Programme (AIMP), the runway at Rothera research station has successfully been resurfaced by construction company BAM and the design completed by Ramboll. The station is a major hub for international science in Antarctica, and this significant achievement is a pivotal moment for BAS and the UK's future polar research capabilities.
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